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rove Manlift introduces the exclusive new

 

Perpetual Electric (PE) option! Designed to fit
onto any of the models in the AMZ electric family
(AMZ36E,AMZ46E,AMZ46NE and AMZ51E) the
Perpetual Electric option will provide a continuous
power supply to the machine for perpetual duty cycles
with the motor generator running.

The Perpetual Electric (PE) concept is simple ...

 

unmatched flexibility.

The AMZ electric series already offers one of the longest
duty cycles in the industry. The PE Pack now adds the
capability to operate in applications previously limited to
2WD combustion powered machines. The excellent
gradeability of the AMZ electric series and the stand-alone
charging capacity of the PE Pack means the machine is
no longer restricted to job sites equipped with a main
power supply.

How does the PE system work?

The PE Pack works by supplying DC power through the
batteries into the electrical system.With the PE Pack
running the batteries are constantly being recharged,
ready for work even when the machine itself is working.

The PE pack consists of a motor generator and a 48-volt
battery pack. Both the motor generator and battery pack
fit into individual battery boxes and are installed in the
same location as the original battery packs. They are the
same size and weight as the original battery packs and fit
on the same mountings.
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Advantages of the PE Pack:

● Flexibility - The same PE pack fits all of the machines in the
AMZ electric series (except the AMZ39NE). The AMZ46NE
width increases by 2 in. (0.05 m). The PE pack can be
switched between any of the AMZ Electrics as the application
demands. Installation is quick and easy taking less than 1
hour.

● Perpetual Operation - Provided the diesel tank is refuelled
the machine will operate perpetually.

● Reduced Charging Times - The battery pack can be fully
recharged in approximately 4 hours with the motor generator
running and if the machine is not functioning.

● Stand Alone Charging - The batteries can be recharged for
use on any site, even without access to main power. Just
place the machine outside and start the motor generator.

● AC Power to the Platform - The PE pack will provide self-
contained 110 VAC or 220 VAC to the platform for small hand
tools.

● Low Noise Emissions - The PE pack is especially suitable
for outdoor applications sensitive to noise emissions. With
the PE pack operating the noise output level is 69 decibels.
This is 7 decibels lower than a typical diesel engine in a
similar machine.

Specifications:

Motor Generator Kubota ZB600 water cooled diesel

Horsepower 12 HP

Fuel Capacity 5 gal. (18.921 L)

Battery Pack 4 x 12 volt 215 amp hour

Power Supply 90 amps continuous

Performance:

Drive Speed 3 mph (4.82 kph)

Gradeability (Theoretical)* 30%

Application:

● Airports

● Large Industrial Sites

● Construction sites with both indoor and outdoor
applications.

● Highway Tunnels

● Applications requiring around-the-clock operation.

* Published machine gradeability is theoretical. Machine to be in a stowed driving position.
Always operate machine on a firm, level surface when elevated.
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Constant improvement and engineering progress make it necessary that we reserve the right to make
specification, equipment, and price changes without notice.  Illustrations shown may include optional
equipment and accessories and may not include all standard equipment.  This work platform meets
the requirements, to the extent applicable, of US-DOL OSHA regulations and ANSI A92 standards in
effect on the date of manufacture.


